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U.S. EPA, GAO…  
• EPA secretary Lisa Jackson: “I’m not aware of any 

proven case where [hydraulic fracturing] itself has 
affected water,” Jackson said in May 2011.  

• April 2012, Jackson said, “In no case have we made a 
definitive determination that [hydraulic fracturing] has 
caused chemicals to enter groundwater.”  

• U.S. Govt. Accountability Office (GAO): “[R]egulatory 
officials we met with from eight states – Arkansas, 
Colorado, Louisiana, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, 
Pennsylvania, and Texas – told us that, based on state 
investigations, the hydraulic fracturing process has not 
been identified as a cause of groundwater 
contamination within their states.” (September 2012 



Not So Secret Fracking Fluid 



Natural Gas Wellheads 



Wind Turbines, Laurel Mountain, WV 

http://www.windturbinesyndrome.com/2011/wind-turbines-on-ridgelines-is-madness-w-va/ 



Attention: Sierra Club, SELC, 350.org 



Ridgeline Bird Killers 



Wind Turbine Land Grab 

• A nuclear plant has a power density of about 
2,500 watts per square meter.  

• Large gas turbines (>100 MW) stationary set-ups 
can easily deliver 4,000-5,000 W/m2.  

• •Most large modern coal-fired power plants 
generate electricity with power densities ranging 
from 100 to 1,000 W/m2, including the area of 
the mine, the power plant, etcetera 

• Compare that to the power density of wind 
energy, which is one watt per square meter 



Renewable Corn Ethanol And Biodiesel 
Require Massive Amounts Of Water 

• According to the U.S. Department of Energy, 
fracking requires just 0.6 to 5.8 gallons of 
water per million Btu of energy produced. 

• “Renewable” and “sustainable” corn-based 
ethanol requires 2,510 to 29,100 gallons per 
million Btu of usable energy, and biodiesel 
from soybeans consumes 14,000 to 75,000 
gallons of water per million Btu. 



Solar  Energy Farm 
Displaces Farm Land 

http://www.lightsource-re.co.uk/operational-assets/case-studies/shipton-bellinger-solar-farm-4-5-mwp/ 


